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Monolec® Gear Lubricant (704)

Falzone Towing – Wilkes Barra, Pa.

Eaton Gearbox

Customer Profile
Falzone Towing is a towing, rigging and specialized 
hauling company in Northeastern Pennsylvania. They 
have been in business since 1972, and an LE customer 
since 2005.

Application 
Falzone Towing has two large semi tow trucks with Eaton 
heavy-duty rear gearboxes, for towing loaded tractor trailers.

Challenge 
Falzone experienced two gearbox failures at 30,000 miles 
due to excessive foaming and high temperatures using a 
commercial grade synthetic gear oil.

LE Solution 
LE Lubrication Consultant, Kevin Chapin, recommended 
Monolec® Gear Lubricant (704). It is a versatile, multi-
viscosity EP gear oil which exceeds the demanding 
requirements of differentials and transmissions in 
over-the-road and stop-and-go fleets and off-highway 
equipment, plus industrial gearboxes. 

Results
Richie Falzone, owner decided to try Monolec Gear 
Lubricant in both of the large tow trucks. These trucks 
are equipped with thermostats. An exact 40° drop in 
temperature from the previous synthetic product was 
recorded, with a full tow in progress. Falzone Towing does 
not anticipate another gearbox failure. 

Other Products Used  
Falzone was so impressed with the performance of 
Monolec® Gear Lubricant, they ordered Almagard® Vari-

Purpose Lubricant (3752) for their chassis and Monolec® 
Syn Multi-Vehicle ATF (1150) for a customer of theirs with 
a stake bed body, water delivery truck that was having 
transmission problems.   
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•	 Reduced gearbox temperature by 40 degrees

Thank you to Richie Falzone, owner, and 
to Kevin Chapin, LE lubrication consultant 
(pictured), for providing the information 
used in this report.
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